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Overcoming Security Challenges To Innovate Fearlessly

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
“The threat environment we’re seeing today is radically different from what existed just six months ago.
Six months from now, I expect to say the same thing. The actors behind the threats are evolving; the
|motivation behind attacks is more difficult to predict and anticipate. So what we stress with our customers is that it’s not enough to have a security strategy in place today; it’s about deploying a long-term
security solution that has the flexibility and scalability to adapt to this ever-evolving threat environment.”
- Andy Ellis, Akamai Chief Security Officer

As the world becomes increasingly hyperconnected, the opportunities for innovation and new
business models are virtually limitless. Internet technology, and especially the virtualization and
distributed processing power brought to life through cloud computing, have freed businesses to
explore new business opportunities that simply weren’t possible to consider just a few years ago.
At the same time, however, the complexity and risk associated with those opportunities is great. With
so much business-critical information at stake, the need to protect those assets is more important
than ever before. The motivations of web-based security threats vary significantly. Known and emerging hacking groups, political protest movements, even governments are among the sources of attacks
executed on a global scale, on a daily basis. The goals of these various factions can include:
•  Embarrassing and shaming their targets
• Exposing or stealing intellectual property and trade secrets
• Harvesting sensitive data and personally identifiable information (PII)
• Disrupting critical business processes
• Diminishing political stability or furthering a particular political agenda
Clearly, these threats have the potential for enormous ramifications. But so does deploying a security
strategy that compromises the user experience, performance, and the ability to innovate online. So
is it possible to have a “No Compromises” security strategy that scales to protect against known and
emerging threats while actually providing more freedom to conduct business online, and innovate
without the constant fear of attack? We believe so.
This paper will profile the emerging disruptive players who comprise today’s emerging threat ecosystem;
the trends we see today, and insight into what potential threats may be looming in our future. We will
also identify the essential steps you can take today to establish a secure environment that supports your
compliance requirements without compromising site performance or users’ online experience.
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Financial risk is only part of the picture
This year, U.S. companies will spend more than $130 billion as a result of data breaches1. That’s more
than triple what companies spent combating breaches just a few short years ago.
For e-Commerce sites, an attack of sufficient severity can not only slow sales, but prevent completed
transactions entirely. To put this in perspective, one Akamai customer, a leading U.S. online retailer,
averages approximately $100,000 of sales per MINUTE during the peak holiday shopping period 2.
So imagine the financial impact of an attack that lasts hours —  or days. Attacks of this magnitude
have occurred with some regularity over the last several years, and will no doubt continue to grow
in frequency and size.
But beyond the financial costs of a serious security breach, there are other considerations that vary
depending on the specific focus of the attacking party. Today’s evolving cast of perpetrators —
individuals and groups who range from the stereotypical ‘glory hound’ hacker to issue-driven
hacktivists, organized crime organization, and nation-states who engage in hacking for political or
military advantage — have a range of disparate goals when attacking a target. Overwhelming a web
site to cause denial of service to legitimate traffic, while perhaps the most common type of attack,
is only the beginning. Stealing Personal Identifiable Information (PII), mining sites and databases for
corporate or state secrets, stealing intellectual property and furthering specific political agendas
are all ‘fair game’ for today’s attackers.

Brand damage is on the rise
Taking down a high profile government agency’s site in an effort to make a political protest can result
in bad press, embarrassment and a loss of credibility. Attacking a media outlet’s site can compromise
news reporting and potentially put the organization’s reputation into question. Inserting false
information on a targeted site can cause confusion and necessitate downtime to remediate.
In short, the costs of a severe web-based attack can be measured in many more ways than dollars
and productivity. Credibility, brand equity, customer relationships, application adoption, and advertising
impressions can all suffer — often crippling a business. Reputational damage can be longer-lasting
and more difficult to recover from than a one-time financial hit. In fact, according to a recent security
survey, 79% of global respondents said they would stop doing business with an organization that
allowed their personal data to be compromised3. Attacks that cause this kind of long-term impact—
with or without an immediate financial cost — are clearly on the rise, especially from chaotic actors.
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Traditional security defenses have their own evolving costs, and limitations
Likewise, the cost of safeguarding web sites can also be measured in several different ways.
The global market for network security, which includes firewalls, VPNs, intrusion prevention and detection,
and unified threat management, was projected to reach $8.16 billion in 20114. This dollar cost is staggering — especially when you consider that traditional security defenses are increasingly ineffective
in fighting growing, global-scale web-based threats compared with cloud-based security solutions.
But beyond the financial costs, what about the other risks associated with traditional security
defenses? Even the most robust defense, if deployed close to the origin, has the potential for seriously
diminished performance under attack conditions, and can expose critical infrastructure to risk unnecessarily.
Web application firewalls, if deployed in a centralized manner, are susceptible to “Failing Open,”
becoming overwhelmed to the point where they cease providing any protection whatsoever. The scale
to absorb and deflect attack traffic is fast becoming a critical asset.

Security’s critical role in driving adoption
Business web sites aren’t the only victims of cyber attacks and Internet-based threats. In 2009, U.S.
citizens alone lost more than $550 million to Internet fraud5. As individuals conduct increasing
amounts of their business and personal lives online, their security risks and concerns can have a direct
effect on shopping behaviors, information sharing, application adoption, media consumption and
other business concerns. In other words, security concerns can be the greatest barrier to technology
adoption — and an effective security and compliance strategy can enable innovation without fear,
increasing adoption and pushing the boundaries of online business.

The bottom line
While site downtime, defacement of web properties, and leakage of information together account
for more than 60% of all cyber attack incidents, activities like phishing and spreading disinformation
remain constant threats, as do monetary theft, planting malware for potential future efforts, and
committing fraud.
Session Hijacking 2%
Link Spam 3%
Account Takeover 4%
Disinformation
7%
Monetary Loss
7%

Leakage of
Information
34%

Planting of
Malware
9%

Defacement
10%

Downtime
24%

Top WHID Outcomes 2011
The effects of web-based attacks go far beyond the immediate loss of business6.
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The threat environment — an evolving cast of adversaries
So who is behind the large and growing array of online threats facing businesses and individuals?
The term “hackers” is no longer a sufficient description. We can currently classify those who perpetrate online attacks into several primary groups; of course, a given attack or group of attackers can
have multiple motivations, and we are increasingly seeing cooperation between different types of
would-be attackers. Among the cyber-criminals are not only professional technicians, but also
entrepreneurial “managers” who simply buy ready-made technology and hire performers to carry
out attacks on pre-ordained targets.

Chaotic Actors
Unlike other potential adversaries, these groups use less conventional means to achieve goals that are
largely non-monetary, causing mayhem in many different forms. Ideologically motivated, they can be
prove to be very determined and tenacious opponents. Using social media, flash mobs, and anonymity
they can mobilize the will of a group of people to target individuals or large organizations for which
they don’t approve.

Glory Hounds
This group represents the traditional hacker; largely individuals acting alone or in small groups who
wish to demonstrate their technological abilities by finding and exploiting vulnerabilities. Their goal
is generally to make a symbolic impact on the target site, leaving notices and messages and building
their persona through repeated attacks.

For Profit
Clearly, there are cases where cyber crime has paid. For-profit attacks can include data theft, fraudulent
purchase of goods and services, and extortion. For-profit attackers do not always seek attention;
therefore many of their attacks go unannounced and unnoticed by the public, since targeted companies would gain little by bringing attention to the attack. Akamai helped several customers withstand
just such an attack during the 2010 holiday season, mitigating traffic levels up to 10x normal and
preserving more than $15 million in potential lost revenue by maintaining site performance
and availability during this critical shopping period.
Anonymous
RetailerAttack,
#1
For Profit–Cyber
Extortion
Holiday Season 2010
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From small-scale ‘shops’ to larger organized crime networks, for-profit
adversaries continue to grow in number, reach, ambition, and technical
sophistication. According to some experts, organized crime groups in Russia
can earn up to $10 million a week through mounting online attacks.
Their activities are causing serious damage to business and even lead
to bankruptcy of some companies.
The size and scale of the attack is beyond what any traditional security
solution could either deflect or absorb. Tracking the attack over the fourday period, Akamai absorbed the 10,000x normal peak load allowing the
online property to remain open during their busiest holiday season and
avoid losing millions on potential lost revenue.
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“The confluence of social media, flash
mobs, and anonymity has proven to be
very powerful and can mobilize the will
of a group of people at any time to take
matters into their own hands.
– Joshua Corman,
Akamai Technologies

Political Hacktivists
These threats have come into the spotlight in the past 18 months with large-scale attacks and worldwide controversy attributed to groups like Anonymous, LulzSec and Wikileaks. Politically motivated
attacks against government agencies have drastically increased from just two-to-three per year in
2008 to at least five recorded attacks per month in 2011. Social media has enabled the attack groups
to align efforts and assemble large forces quickly while maintaining anonymity. Their goals range from
furthering specific political causes and business practices to protesting specific government
or business actions and policies, to exposing sensitive data and causing disruption to businesses,
government agencies and other organizations.

State Sponsored
Perhaps the most significant development in the past decade has been the emergence and increasing
impact of state-sponsored attackers. Where many attackers want to create a public/media spectacle
as part of their modus operandi, state-sponsored attackers typically avoid the spotlight, while focusing
on more potentially impactful attacks with goals that can include espionage, stealing trade secrets
and intellectual property, and harvesting strategic and tactical military information for their own
benefit or for sale to involved government factions.
China, Russia, many former Soviet states and some Middle Eastern and Asian countries have been
implicated in attacks in recent years, including attacks on businesses in virtually every industry, along
with key government web sites, defense contractors, critical infrastructure and even the security
companies whose products defend such organizations.
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Attack categories and threat types
Just as the universe of potential attackers has evolved, so have the scale, complexity, and preferred
techniques for launching a cyber attack. DDoS attacks continue to account for the largest percentage
of online threats; they attempt to bring down sites and extract proprietary information by flooding them
with requests to the origin server, also resulting in slow page loads and potentially a total stoppage
of legitimate site traffic. These are often executed using a virtual network of participating machines —
both willing and “commandeered” as ‘bots’ who send rapid, repeated requests to the target machine.

The latest wave of threats target the application layer
Application layer attacks are becoming more and more prevalent as a means of sabotaging a web site
for various reasons:
Web application layer and injection attacks can target multiple types of functionality within a site.
They either attempt to attack the application or forward logic to a database where they can actually
compromise the information stored inside the database. Whether you store sensitive information on
your site, or you have a web site that purely a marketing site, your brand is always at stake and losing
brand loyalty and credibility are both critical to your online success.
SQL injections, described as “the most pernicious vulnerability in human computer history,7” are now
the second most prevalent (27%) threat type, attacking web sites by inputting SQL statements
in a web form to overwhelm the database associated with the site. On average, a targeted web
application can suffer an average of 71 SQLi attempts in an hour. On specific occasions, SQL attacks
on specific sites/applications have scaled up to 1300 attempts per hour7.
Clickjacking 1%
Stolen Credentials 2%
Predictable Resource Location 2%
Cross-Site Request Forgery 3%
Brute Force 3%
Banking Trojan 3%

Unreported
37%

Denial of
Service
23%

SQL Injection
27%

Top WHID Attacks 2011
While DoS and SQL injections together make up more than 50% of the total threat landscape, there
are many other recognized threat types and unreported incidents that account for a growing number
of all cyber attacks8.
Having visibility into online security events as well as the capability to drill down into attack alerts to
retrieve detailed information on who is attacking, what they are attacking, and what defense capabilities
triggered the attack, and what specifically was seen in the requests should all be essential
capabilities of your security strategy.
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Innovating in the face of security challenges
We have observed the changing threat environment, with an evolving cast of adversaries, new
targets at the application layer, and new goals for disrupting web properties for financial, strategic,
or reputational gain.
We also see clearly that in many cases, success in business means pushing the boundaries of
technology, communication, data management, and operating efficiency to reach new customers,
deploy new business models, and increase the pace of innovation.
Cloud computing and increased access to broadband data connectivity for businesses and individuals
has enabled business models and technology ventures that would not have been possible even a few
years ago. Businesses have been quick to take advantages of the opportunities afforded by cloud
computing, but have also become increasingly aware of the security risks associated with giving
up physical control of their technology infrastructure.
At the same time, many organizations are straddling two paradigms from an IT security standpoint;
the need to maintain and protect physical infrastructure and in-house IT from harm, while adopting
new cloud-based models for application and content delivery that can present a new set of security
and compliance concerns.
Building and executing a security strategy that defends both traditional infrastructure and cloud-based
applications and processes can be a monumental and costly task — one that many businesses are
unwilling or unable to undertake without support.
At the same time, maintaining a state-of-the-art web presence has become increasingly complicated.
Load balancing has become critical, as has video streaming infrastructure and other bandwidthintensive, mission critical applications.
In light of these challenges, many businesses are finding that an outsourced solution that provides
security at the enterprise and application levels, while ensuring performance and availability for the
entire spectrum of online properties and business processes, is the most cost-effective and reliable
way to maintain a secure, high performance platform for innovation. Furthermore, solutions such
as Akamai’s, which enable companies and governments to maintain a secure origin onsite, accessing
Akamai’s Intelligent Platform to enable content and application delivery without risking compromise
of origin servers.
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Recognizing the limitations of traditional infrastructure
So if leveraging cloud-based applications is a necessary step toward innovation, what steps must
be taken to ensure that security measures are in place to protect them?
In a traditional cloud deployment, origin servers in a cloud datacenter support end users directly.
This approach, while functional, limits scalability and security.

Web Application without Akamai

(Cloud)
Datacenter

End
User
Origin
Traffic
10000
1000
100
10
1

Heavy traffic loads, like those experienced during a DDoS attack, and malicious demands on a
database, like those experienced during an SQL injection attack, can quickly consume available capacity
and cause web properties to run slowly or become entirely unavailable.

Web Application Without Akamai
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1
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Because so many attacks rely on the ability of the attacking entity to consume available bandwidth
and compromise the site through sheer volume of requests, scalability becomes an important aspect
of an overall defense strategy. That’s where the Akamai Intelligent Platform’s vast scale and diversity
can play a role in supporting continued high performance in the face of an attack. By deploying a firewall at the edge — closer to end users, and entirely separate from the origin cloud servers — Akamai
is able to identify attack traffic earlier, assess the threat, and offload the majority of bogus requests
from the origin, preserving performance and ensuring continued site uptime.
It can be intuitive to believe that cloud computing is more inherently risky from a security standpoint
than traditional ground-up datacenter models. The reality is, however, that the leap to a cloud
computing platform can serve as a springboard into a more secure computing environment. Akamai
customers frequently cite our security and compliance credentials when opting to deploy cloud
solutions on the Akamai Intelligent Platform; we offer a level of security that’s on par or greater than
our most secure clients, which include every branch of the U.S. military. Akamai is one of only two
companies in the world to be named a PCI Level One Merchant Service Provider.

Akamai Deploys a Firewall at the Edge,
Protecting the Origin Infrastructure
(Cloud)
Datacenter

End
User
Origin
Traffic
10000
1000
100
10
1
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How Akamai can amplify and force
multiply your security strategy

What goes into making the world’s largest
distributed computing platform one of the
world’s most secure computing platforms?

What makes Akamai such an effective security and compliance
partner? It’s really a combination of factors. First, because Akamai’s
Intelligent Platform carries up to 30% of all HTTP traffic on any
given day, we have an unmatched view into traffic patterns,
geographic hotspots, and site-specific performance conditions
across multiple industries.

Software

Second, our security solutions, including Kona Site Defender,
effectively spot, identify and mitigate threats before they reach the
client infrastructure, blocking network AND application layer attacks,
ensuring continued application performance and availability, site
integrity, and compliance.
Finally, the sheer size and scalability of our Intelligent Platform —
more than 100,000 servers distributed in 1,100+ networks all over
the world—plays a key role in our ability to absorb and deflect
malicious traffic, preserving the availability and performance of
customers’ origin servers. This capacity is only accessed when/as
needed, optimizing cost containment while keeping web properties
and critical business processes like email and SaaS applications
performing even under an attack of scale.

Akamai’s software solutions offer an inherent
level of security as part of their basic functionality. This includes proprietary algorithms
and routing/failover protocols that spread
loads among the Akamai Intelligent Platform while attacks and other suspicious
traffic patters are diagnosed.
Hardware

The security in a typical data center is
extremely strict. Access is well controlled;
staff is thoroughly screened and bonded;
and formidable physical security should
keep intruders at bay. Akamai, however,
goes well beyond ‘typical’ security. Our
secure servers are housed in special accesscontrolled racks even within secure data
centers, and the simple act of opening a
rack triggers a series of security measures
that are unparalleled. While many of these
are confidential, suffice it to say that the
likelihood of an Akamai server being physically
compromised is virtually impossible.
Humanware

Akamai employs over 100 individuals
whose sole responsibility is the security
and resilience of our Intelligent Platform
and the software that runs on it. They are
tasked with monitoring and identifying
emerging threats, while creating a longterm security strategy to keep Akamai
clients innovating without fear.
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Establishing in-depth security —
without compromising performance:
Kona Site Defender
Akamai Web Security Solutions
Kona Site Defender is Akamai’s solution for defending against all types of DDoS attacks, as well
as attacks against web applications (SQL Injections, Cross Site Scripts, etc.) and direct-to-origin
attacks — and our optional Akamai eDNS solution is designed to protect against attacks on DNS
infrastructure. Kona Site Defender is deployed across the Akamai Intelligent Platform™, which
consists of tens of thousands of servers deployed across over 1,000 networks in more than
70 countries. No one handles more web traffic than Akamai.
DDoS Mitigation

Kona Site Defender leverages the Akamai Intelligent Platform™ to thwart DDoS attacks by absorbing
DDoS traffic targeted at the application layer, deflecting all DDoS traffic targeted at the network layer
such as SYN Floods or UDP Floods, and authenticating valid traffic at the network edge.
This built-in protection is “always on”, and only Port 80 (HTTP) or Port 443 (HTTPS) traffic is allowed.
Bursting fees are capped so users are protected from DDoS traffic running up service fees, and
flexible caching maximizes offload from origin.
The worldwide distribution and massive scale of the Akamai Intelligent Platform™ is architected to
enable web sites to stay available without re-routing traffic or impacting performance. Akamai
handles 5.5Tbps of traffic daily on average and has handled peak traffic flows of over 8Tbps. And
mitigation capabilities are implemented natively in path so protection is provided only one network
hop from the point of request — NOT at the customer origin.
Web Application Firewall

Kona Site Defender incorporates a full-featured Web Application Firewall (WAF) based upon proprietary
technology that provides customers with a highly scalable layer of protection against application layer
attacks. Implemented inline across Akamai’s globally distributed platform of tens of thousands
of servers, Akamai’s WAF helps detect and deflect threats in HTTP and HTTPS traffic, issuing alerts
or blocking attack traffic near its source, before it reaches the customer origin.
Application Layer Controls include a collection of pre-defined yet configurable web application
firewall rules for different types of attack categories. These rules also enable deep packet inspection
of an HTTP/S Request/Response and its payload in order to identify and protect against attacks such
as SQL Injections, Cross-Site Scripting, etc.
Network Layer Controls afford the ability to enforce customer-defined IP whitelists and blacklists.
List updates are propagated across Akamai’s global network within minutes, enabling rapid response
to attacks. Other features include the ability to restrict requests from specific IP addresses to protect
customer origin from application layer attacks, and implement geo blocking. Up to 10,000 CIDR
entries are supported — including named lists such as Tor exit nodes.
Rate Controls provides protection against application layer DDoS attacks by monitoring and
controlling the rate of requests against the Akamai Edge servers and the customer origin. Rate categories
can be incorporated as WAF rules enabling the customer to dynamically alert and/or block clients
exhibiting excessive request rate behaviors. Statistics are collected for 3 request phases: client request;
forward request; and forward response.
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Custom Rules enable a user to create Akamai policy-based rules that are enforced after the execution
of the application layer controls. Custom rules serve as “Virtual Patches” for new website vulnerabilities.
Origin Cloaking

Kona Site Defender also includes the ability to cloak (hide) a customer origin from the public Internet.
This adds an additional layer of security protection without impeding the quick and reliable delivery of
content, regardless of end user location. It is designed to complement your existing infrastructure and
prevent direct-to-origin attacks.
Advanced Security Monitor

Kona Site Defender provides security professionals with real time visibility into security events as
well as the capability to drill down into attack alerts to retrieve detailed information on who is
attacking, what they are attacking, what defense capabilities triggered the attack declaration and
what specifically was seen in the requests that triggered site defenses. Also of importance, archived
log data is available for 90 days to aid in post-attack forensics review.
Other Features

Additional capabilities associated with Kona Site Defender include: adaptive caching, in which additional customer identified content is served from the Edge during an attack, site failover, user access
control, log delivery service, the inclusion of Akamai NetStorage, Akamai’s compliance management
toolset for ISO 27002, and a powerful and flexible real-time security monitor that provides visibility
into the activity of a customer’s web properties. Key optional components include DNS infrastructure
protection and a service management offering.
DNS Infrastructure Protection

Akamai’s Enhanced DNS provides a robust, reliable, and scalable solution designed to ensure
end-users get directed to your web sites. It is an outsourced DNS solution that leverages the globally
distributed Akamai Platform’s secondary authoritative name servers. It requires no change to existing
DNS administration processes and provides unparalleled reliability, scalability, security, and performance
of DNS resolution.

Innovate fearlessly and protect your brand. Defend against threats with distributed
web defense.
Innovation is key to business success. However, innovating fearlessly is not possible without the use
of a sound infrastructure that you know will keep your critical data, applications and brand safe from
threat. You can’t move your business forward by ignoring or turning a blind eye to the security problems
we all face. And security measures that compromise performance aren’t sufficient to enable the scale
and pace of innovation that businesses demand. Akamai believes that security enables innovation,
and work every day to make innovation in the face of online threats a reality for customers.
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Akamai® is the leading cloud platform for helping enterprises provide secure, high-performing user experiences on any device, anywhere. At the core of the company’s solutions
is the Akamai Intelligent Platform™ providing extensive reach, coupled with unmatched reliability, security, visibility and expertise. Akamai removes the complexities of connecting
the increasingly mobile world, supporting 24/7 consumer demand, and enabling enterprises to securely leverage the cloud. To learn more about how Akamai is accelerating the
pace of innovation in a hyperconnected world, please visit www.akamai.com and follow @Akamai on Twitter.
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